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Our gratitude extends to our donor 
practices, the Paperspace team, and to 
all our contributors, whose passion and 

this magazine. As we navigate this issue, 

Roots, embracing the 

along new Routes. 

Jesper-Jay Harrington 
& Daria Shiryaeva

2022-2023

Paperspace is an independent architecture
and design magazine based in Bath. We host 
an array of international contributors and
are entirely student-led.

Paperspace is proud to commemorate a
decade of publishing with this 20th biannual
Issue. All our past issues can now be
accessed digitally through the archive on
our new website:

www.paperspacemagazine.com.p p p g

copies. So, if you hold in your hands a paper
copy - the ideal format - we hope you sense
the same joy in reading as we felt during its
creation.

EDITORS' NOTE

Paperspace magazine, where we delve into 

Roots / Routes. 

Within these pages Roots represent 

blossoms—a tribute to our history, culture, 
and individual lived experiences that shape 
who we are as designers. Here, we celebrate 
the diverse backgrounds and traditions that 

distinctive styles.

Simultaneously, we navigate the 
Routes. We, as creators, 

Routes represent the interconnected web 

metaphysical, tangible and abstract—
that traverse landscapes, cultures, and 

the status quo, transcend boundaries, and 
adapt to an ever-changing world.

minds who have seamlessly interwoven 
their Roots with the diverse Routes they 

illustrations, and introspective musings aim 

and words, there lies an evocative story 
that connects us all — a story that speaks 

human expression.
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'By these stones shall we be judged.' We must embrace a simpler, more natural 
architecture designed conscious of the environment and with the full life of the 
building and its parts in mind, writes Alexander Whitwell. Graphics by Anais Lau, 
photography by author.

architects devised sacred geometries as 

History does continue, however, 

part in bringing us to the edge ever more 
apparent. You are well versed in how we got 
here, no doubt, but where do we go next? 

our time?

Initial ideas that present themselves 
relate to reducing embodied carbon in 

start, but can we cut them out altogether?

Cavity walls became widespread in the 
UK in the 1920s and 30s, and since then 
construction techniques have increased 
in complexity, bringing in more and more 
elements and components to solve the 
myriad problems which arose as the 

makes them almost impossible to repair, 

are being demolished because a membrane, 

centuries more. Just like in smartphones, 

A RADICAL SIMPLICITY

Behind: The trabeated stone exoskeleton of 15 Clerkenwell Close
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build new rather than reuse what they have. 

are hard to maintain, and easier to demolish 
and rebuild instead.  

turning to architecture which has stood 

structural inspiration, using low-carbon 
materials in a way which allows them to be 

work clearly expresses is an understanding 

brick

RC wall

blockwork

– plans to demolish the area to rebuild it as 

designed to be deconstructed, moved, and 

elements, reducing construction waste, and 
some materials used are already in their 

garden were on the site when the practice 
inherited it. 

sustainable design, using concrete in places 

is delivered in stone, creating something 
extremely durable, and which will age and 

building does need to be deconstructed, the 
stone can be reused again and again. 

A building constructed in this manner 

almost unrecognisable to an Ancient Greek, 
and the way we live in the next thousand 

already designed to be incredibly adaptable 

approach becomes even more interesting 

Above: The ultra-lean timber frame at Feilden Fowles StudioAbove: Cutaway drawing of the natural air conditioning at The Weston

is never seen. Typically, art galleries require 

protect artworks, adding a huge operational 

inert, natural solution which will last, and 

that a conventional, powered solution 

opposite results, but with the same practical 

methods used in buildings which we know 
outlasted their builders. Amin Taha and his 
practice Groupwork, working alongside the 
Stonemasonry Company, have experimented 
with stone construction methods both 

Clerkenwell Close employs trabeated 
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Martin Gledhill explores Carl Jung's tower in Bollingen, examining the interplay 
between Jung's psychological concepts and the sense of place . Graphic by Antar 
Ghazoul.

WHERE DO WE BELONG?
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Artists; plans 1-4 representing various co-
housing scenarios and 5-8 representing layout 
adaptability; plan 9  combines both and is 
represented in image 10

when you consider how the building might 
evolve beyond living spaces. Indeed, 

again with minimal to no structural changes.

to build, demolish, and build again in a 
cycle which will take us to extinction. An 

slow down and embrace a simpler, more 

building and its parts in mind. What will we 
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Footnotes: 
[1] From 'The Psychology of Transference' (CW16, Plate 
12/p.322, n.1). Original image from the Mutus Liber (Plate 
11).
[2] I do not mean to imply that Freud's system can be viewed 
as such nor that it is any less valid, only that in developing it 
Jung posited a transformational and transcendent tendency
in the human psyche.
[3] As a result of their collaboration the correspondence 
between Freud and Jung was published in 1974.

London: Collins and Routledge & Kegan Paul 1963 (1961 
German version), pp. 223/237.   
[5] For a wider assessment c.f. Main, R. (2022) Breaking
the Spell of Disenchantment – mystery, meaning and 
metaphysics in the work of C.G. Jung. Chiron Publications.
[6] An idea introduced to me by Paul Venables – Re-
enchantment and the Ecological Unconscious, a lecture 
delivered at the BCPC Member's Spring Conference on 14th 
May 2023.
[7] Casey, E.S. The Fate of Place – A philosophical history. 
Berkeley, Los Angeles & London: University of California 
Press 1997.
[8] C.f. The Thinkers for Architects series, published by 
Routledge.
[9] 'What I Stand for Is What I Stand On'.

Jung's Tower in Bollingen

in our group a preoccupation with belonging 

as it was psychic, and which ultimately led 

subsequently diverged in an ideological split 

the human psyche. 

towards wholeness, in contrast to its agent 

by reductivism and impulse rather than 
holistic purpose.2

extraordinary thinkers, but their divergence 
would seem to encapsulate a schism 

intangible in what we might call  Psychic 
Place. Interestingly, both their sons, Ernst 

respectively were architects, one overtly 
modern and the other more traditional, 
nonetheless their common architectural 

3

which precipitated a breakdown in Jung as 
much as a breakthrough in his ideas, over the 

a psycho-architectural testament where 

4

has been read as a nostalgic lament that 
renounced modernity and was governed by 
a neurotic, esoteric intent.  Alternatively, in 
a more empathetic understanding, through 

in and as a Place. Whilst 

question - what is our

place, is as I contend one where psyche and
and poetic imaginations 

are reconciled, can this ever be achieved in 
the cultural paradigm in which we presently 
exist?  Indeed, Jung diagnosed an inherent 
malaise in modern culture, a disenchantment 

psychological system endeavoured to 
re-enchant5 through a recognition and 

In spatialising disenchantment through the 

a solastalgia - a melancholic homesickness 
experienced in the home as opposed to a 
nostalgia experienced away 6

condition and a philosophical position that 

consequences has preoccupied many a 
theorist notably the phenomenologists, 

Fate of Place 7

a poignant distinction between place as 
a void or a vessel.  Is space an absence or 
a presence? Given that this question lays 

we not look more closely in our education 
at the psychological and philosophical 

8  as well as developing a 

simultaneously engage with the physical 
and

than the surrender to dualism.  Musicians call 
this the reconciling third. 

Some ten years have now passed since 

Paperspace was printed and has continued 
ever since.  Whilst both Marie and I have 

and resituating it within a greater awareness 

surround it? To paraphrase the American 

9



Comic by Skai Campbell
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The legacy of colonisation has had a profound impact on architectural styles around 

architectural styles, particularly by the 

are now reevaluating and reclaiming their 
architectural heritage.

other European countries, who had the 

to assert power, resulting in the creation 

a new architectural style, known as Indo-
Saracenic, blended Gothic and Neo-Classical 

Hindu temple architecture, cherry-picking 

Alongside changes in architectural 

techniques and materials. Traditional 

COLONIAL FOOTPRINTS

lugu Baptst Tower of the Coles Centennal Tel
Church

reduced physical labour, it also resulted in 

structural design that was centuries ahead 

structures constructed without mortar 

such engineering knowledge.

epitomises the Indo-Saracenic architectural 
style. It incorporates elements like talis 

and decorative elements that supposedly 

Indian design. However, it ultimately 

revival, with its pointed arches, turrets, and 
intricate detailing. While it is celebrated as a 
remarkable architectural achievement and a 
UNESCO World Heritage site, it also serves 

overshadowed the indigenous cultural roots.

Another example is the Rashtrapati 

architecture was questionable, with 

sensitivity. However, they were ultimately an 

on a Gothic plan, lacking a genuine intention 
to embrace architectural traditions.

also came a declined reliance on international 

courtyard designs and shaded walkways 
inspired by traditional Indian courtyard 
houses.
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sourced materials not only reduces the 
environmental impact, but also establishes a 

resources. His design embraces vernacular 

steel and glass in construction, resulting in 

culturally sensitive.

becomes clear that both roots have been cut 
and new shoots have grown. Architects are 

events and political changes, and are striving 
to reconnect with their cultural heritage to 
create sustainable and socially conscious 

knowledge with modern advancements, 

its architectural legacy while embracing a 

References:
Evenson, N.E., 1959. The Indian Metropolis: A View Toward
the West. Berkeley:
University of California Press.
The Presidents Secretarat, 2023. Rashtrapati Bhavan Dome 
[Online]. Available from:
rashtrapatisachivalaya.gov.in [Accessed 2 July 2023].

2023]. International
Management Development Centre [Online}. Available from:
www.iima.ac.in
[Accessed 2 July 2023].
Wallach, B.W., 2013. European architecture in Asia. Volume
103. Routledge: The Geographical Review.

As we plunge deeper into the climate crisis, we must learn to embrace and transform
our existing built environment, argues Hannah Kennedy. Graphics by Skai Campbell.

buildings to be uninvitingly austere, lacking 

materials, such as timber, provide. At 
present, however, our obsession to keep up 
with ever-changing stylistic trends is posing 
a serious risk to increasing resource scarcity. 
Across the country an aesthetically-

unmistakable in the relentless demolition 

iconic moments in design history. As beauty 

environment?

Concrete has been highlighted as 

brutalist buildings, it is imperative that we 
embrace the opportunities and challenges 

them into a rubble, to be concealed in 

celebrate reused concrete elements as 

Copenhagen-based practice, 

park and the Karstadt department store. 
Although, cynically, the scheme could be 

the design are a progressive step towards a 
more circular economy.
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car park and its concrete core, only removing 

will then be cut to their new size. 

achieved by collaging timber window 

Internally, the rooms are shown to 

by a modernist grid system, aligning timber 

without constructing permanent dividers 

spirit.

using it is an opportunity to challenge the 

undeniably proves that even our most 
unloved spaces have the capacity to become 
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Jesper-Jay Harrington.

design process. A poor designer neglects 
boundaries, whilst a skilled one responds to 
them.

—

awaiting invention and rearrangement. 
—

areas outside traditional building will enter 

All are architects. Everything is architecture.
—

With rules, architecture acquires a universal 

Architecture is political space. Designers 

progressive values. Embracing such values in 

undertake.
—

Humankind possesses a collective 

to roam must be transposed onto the built 
environment.

—

—

critical optimism

23 LESSONS | INDESEM 23

building. Architects must be stewards 

relationship between the building and its 
surroundings.

—

De Moura
—

A poet writes to reveal, not merely to write 

primary drive behind creation.
—

need tension. It is this unrest that is vital to 

—

—

make spaces their own, aligned with their 

—

—

the plan remain unprogrammed.
—

to achieve more with less.
—

simply require the chance to uncover what 
these needs truly are.

—

We are living through the second Copernican 
Revolution, where Intelligence no longer 
revolves around humanity.

—

not between AI and humanity, but between 
humans using AI and those not.

—

—
What architects need to design right now is 
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Environmentally sustainable design is gaining traction and 
awareness in the construction industry; yet even as it progresses, 

Ma (Isaac).

LIVING ARCHITECTURE

the responsibility to innovatively combat 
climate change – to interrogate the very 
processes by which we interact with the 
built environment. 

materials with which we build and the 
impact each has on the modern vernacular 

this incredible challenge. In response to this 

biodegradable alternatives to the prevalent 

to its climate and high tensile strength1 - as 
a highly sustainable, biodegradable material 
produced via a circular process2. 

In the past 10 years, multidisciplinary 
research teams have built on existing 

structure types 2.

Mycelium is already being used in 
industry, pioneered by companies such as 
Ecovative2, who have developed processes 
by which mycelium is manipulated into 

1. Most notably – and 
most relevant to architectural applications 

mycelium-composite modules, which were 

2. 

based installations since, experimenting 
with the material both as an inert, structural 
element, such as MycoTree2, and as a 
living, growing substance, harnessing its 

such as the Shell Mycelium pavilion2

2017 MycoTree used the versatile material 
2

design and a traditional truss-like approach. 

2

building materials and strategies. 

In comparison, the Shell pavilion, built 

with living mycelium panels loaded on top2. 

and dry out naturally in its external climate, 

2, 

and highlights the challenges and extensive 

construction industry.

and expanding on existing knowledge 

scientists and mycelium specialists4 have 

using mycelium as a base material in 
combination with various plant-based 

5.

to small cracks which threaten its structural 
capacity – a weakness which various 
researchers are trying to minimise through 

6. 
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References:
[1] The Mycelium Technology Company, 2023. Why 

2023].

fungal biomaterials: the desired and the feasible [Online]. 

s40694-021-00124-5  [Accessed 4 May 2023]. 
[3] Frearson, A., 2014. Tower of 'grown' bio-bricks by The 
Living opens at MoMA PS1 [Online]. Dezeen. Available from: 

6 May 2023].
[4] Fungal Architectures, 2020. Fungal Architectures 

[Accessed 4 May 2023].

Mycelium-Based Composites Flexural Behaviour [Online]. 

Behaviour [Accessed 4 May 2023]. 
[6] Peeters, E., et al, 2021. A review on the potential of 

[Online]. Fungal Biology and Biotechnology. Available 

2023]. 

THE BIG ONE Mycelium has been experimented 

suitability to the extreme climate. However, 

hindered due to limited technology and 

in concrete composition 6. Clearly, though 

in this area have been made, there is still 

material, and many others.

use in the construction industry2. Much as 
masonry elements have categorized their 

its own highly sustainable vernacular. 
Given the opportunity, this could be a core 

achieved not only through the innovation 
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leads him on a journey of self-discovery.

QUAKING IN MY ROOTS

to appreciate the small things – I like to 

the slightest breeze. I was particularly 

leaves may allow the wearer to make a 
return trip to the underworld. 

When reading one such article, I realised 
that I had never knowingly come across one 

recognised them amongst the dense crowd 

missed on these walks simply because I 

by, I would have to go out and locate an 

was exciting to me – the chance to ramble 
with a purpose. Not only that, I had been 

wanting to take up wood carving again, 
and thought it would be appropriate to 
carve a traditional item associated with 

wands were occasionally buried with the 

carving a branch into a more detailed stick 

much more achievable task. I took to the hills 

leaves that would lead me to my quarry 

ash, birch, hawthorn, and horse chestnut in 

Considering my blind hope in expecting to simply 

more guidance prior to my next hunting trip. I then 

own personal code to rely on a map to lead me to my 

rough 1km2 area I might be interested in. I learned that 

ready to head out on my travels.

towards the mid-morning sun, the ivy interspersed 

walked by unawares. Upon being tricked by some 

birches, I was continuously surprised by the excitement 

driven with more determination to get back on the right 
path.

Venturing onwards, worry set in as I 

around these log piles to see what they 

mossy riverbank nearby, though limited 

it wiser to leave them be.

along the bank brought me to a golden 
retriever rolling through the shallow 
waters and, whilst watching this show 

Pale bark gave way to rough cracks 
towards the ground, younger branches 
reaching out with a rich, red hue. 

clambering through woodland or the 
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that some induviae would remain on the 
branches to provide an easy answer, 

worms, woodlice, and general mulch, 

to tell me that I was amongst the 
aspens.

I spent a good while with the trees. I noticed 

trekking along mossy stumps, strikingly 

the years I may have overlooked the aspen. 

nature already, though looking to actively 
engage with the environment made this 

Collecting some suitable carving branches, 
I headed home. I had completed what 

I set out to do, though was unable to 

hawthorn bush across the bank, noticed 
a vortex in the river that dragged debris 

rapids, smiled at the cartoonishly cliché bird 

almost did more harm than good, my 

Observing one particularly diseased ivy 
almost got me hit by a van, prolonged 

eye contact with a cow saw me nearly 

away into dangerously unconsolidated 

one leg covered in mud.

in the branches, each darkened grain 
boldly shooting through the timber, each 

woodworm hole evidencing a place in 

an adventure is reminding me to keep 
looking closely at the spaces around me. 

unnoticed seasonal visitors, I seem to have 

remembering to be an active presence in 
my environment.

weight to each step brought about an 
excitement that is persisting in the way 

by anymore.
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that some induviae would remain on the 
branches to provide an easy answer, 

worms, woodlice, and general mulch, 

to tell me that I was amongst the 
aspens.

I spent a good while with the trees. I noticed 

trekking along mossy stumps, strikingly 

the years I may have overlooked the aspen. 

nature already, though looking to actively 
engage with the environment made this 

Collecting some suitable carving branches, 
I headed home. I had completed what 

I set out to do, though was unable to 

hawthorn bush across the bank, noticed 
a vortex in the river that dragged debris 

rapids, smiled at the cartoonishly cliché bird 

almost did more harm than good, my 

Observing one particularly diseased ivy 
almost got me hit by a van, prolonged 

eye contact with a cow saw me nearly 

away into dangerously unconsolidated 

one leg covered in mud.

in the branches, each darkened grain 
boldly shooting through the timber, each 

woodworm hole evidencing a place in 

an adventure is reminding me to keep 
looking closely at the spaces around me. 

unnoticed seasonal visitors, I seem to have 

remembering to be an active presence in 
my environment.

weight to each step brought about an 
excitement that is persisting in the way 

by anymore.
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which eventually gave the council grounds to 
demolish the whole estate. Had the original 
buildings been built to last and maintained 
accordingly, the estate could have served its 

return to traditional building methods – 

When William Morris promoted the idealistic 

replicate it.

Jane Jacobs pointed out the problems 

neighbourhood at once, instead advocating 
8. 

to the next, new-build schemes retain a 

diversity in its users.

We also must re-examine our use 

buildings, the cheapest way to obtain this 

materials and systems which cannot be 

intensive and expensive to dismantle and 
reuse materials than to hire a wrecking ball9. 

materials we use.

One alternative is leasing rather than 

10 who are piloting a 

3534
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tototototodaddd y, wwwwwwririririitttett s Lola LLLeforestiiitiiererererere . . GrGrGrGrGrGrGGrapapapapapapaphihhihihihihih cscscsscscccscs bbbbbbby y y y y OwOwOwOwOwOwOwOwOweenenenenene HHHHHHiililllll.

Construction methods are more advanced 
than ever, yet our buildings less durable. 

50 years are designed and constructed in 
mere months. As a result, new-builds are 

working on whilst on placement had been 

was built in 2018 using easy and rapid 
lightweight modular construction. Although 

weight envelope means that the school is 
prone to over-heating, a critical issue in 

school, and the building is prone to leakage. 

a building younger than the children using 
it?

associated with cheap labour, poor quality, 

SLOWING DOWN ARCHITECTURE

seen in various industries, and construction 

and low material recovery rates, which 
1.

conceived over more than 30 years and 
constructed in 152, in contrast to the recent 

3.

Understandably, as technology has 
developed, contractors and developers have 

abandoning more labour-intensive 

our economic system. Capitalism requires 

In a landscape where empty space is at a 
premium, developers are mowing down 

not need to be continuously rebuilt, growth 
across the industry would slow.

It could be argued that the unboxing 

capital, is the logical response to the soaring 

the UK4

those in Elephant and Castle are marketed 
as the shiny new solution to the housing 

5. Although 
the Elephant and Castle scheme does 
demonstrate transparency in the relocation 

6, 
the existing buildings themselves only date 

that rehousing these people could have been 

be pinned down to poor quality construction 

stark contrast to the nearby brick Victorian 
warehouses, more than twice as old but 

Similarly, social housing is being 
decimated. 22,895 social homes were 
demolished in the last ten years, with only 
12,050 built to replace them. Estates such as 
Heygate in Newham have notoriously pushed 

7.

sound social housing, long neglected by 
the council. Residents struggled with pests, 
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quality and ensure their maintenance, 
compared to the current system where 

completion, meaning that they have limited 
accountability.

traditional contract types to design and 
build means that although architects are still 

are driven by the contractor and their 

could be a key, albeit slow step in halting the 

What we need is less construction 
and more consideration. New builds, each a 

designed to be bought but not inhabited. 

as its diversity, social, visual, and economic, 

our cities – we need to take more measured 
decisions, not only on how to build, but also 

Parthenon, Greece



SUMMER HOLIDAY MORNINGS

Kathryn Lee

my sister and i used to 

my sister had painted 

his morning prayers

old t-shirt used as a 

chairs that were already 
considered uncommon 

by the time I was 5
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the apartment to the 
beach and the pier

Dénia

Cycling routes in the small 

would spend our holidays 

Cismar

town, to the 
University campus 

placement, the 
route connects all 
these destinations

Bath

direction and in the other 
direction into town - it is 
along the canal, which was 

during my time there

Edinburgh

centre and to the airport

Cologne

MAP JOURNALLING 
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In a world homogenized into Flatland, Fathom Architects aims to restore 
uniqueness through place-centred design, preserving identity in architecture. 
Writing by Justin Nicholls. Graphics by Daria Shiryaeva.

and Tzonis which describes how the world is 
rapidly becoming homogenised. We inhabit 

the same phone, wear the same clothes and 

physically, everything is becoming the same.

1

2

expression and material selection. An 

heritage can also provide identity. 

Why was this place created? What was 

References:
[1]  Tim Cresswell - Place - A Short Introduction 2004  p7
[2]  Liane Lefaivre and Alexander Tzonis - Architecture of
Regionalism in the Age of Globalisation 2012 p viii

Further Reading:
Tim Cresswell - Place - A Short Introduction 2004
Liane Lefaivre and Alexander Tzonis - Architecture of
Regionalism in the Age of Globalisation 2012
Rasmussen   London - the Unique City
Paperspace Issue 19, Fathom Architects - Weaving Facades
with Identity 2023

ADDING HILLS AND VALLEYS TO FLATLAND

local elderly residents in need along with community uses 
and landscape, supported by a 22,500sqm workspace.

stretched and pinned outside to dry - conceived as pinned 

new landscaped outdoor space which works hard to be both 

Garden Square nor traditional Almshouse development but 
something else - something rooted in its place.

 No6 Babmaes St, St James's London

41

need in the present?

design process, we hope to create places 

to enhance local quirks and characteristics. 

make any sense. With some deeper thinking 
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the revival of a vast expanse of Central London, but in the absence of any democratic 

expense of the climate and communities it should represent, writes James Lansbury.

NAVIGATING BATTERSEA POWER STATION / 

is introduced, these words become 
lost. Once contextless, now challenged 

consumerism.

within the built environment. Where capital 

Station, an area historically inhabited by 
light industry and dominated by the proud 

as testament to the economic and social 

social order is imposed by architecture, and 
its devastation enacted on cities.

As your vision narrows below 
Grosvenor Railway Bridge, the constant 
monotony heard overhead relates to the 

at oblique angles beyond this a symbol 

with its brick arches extending along 
the tracks now sheltering restaurants 

supremacy, symbolising the economic 
activity that once had hegemony over 

the past devastated to allow a complete 

London, renouncing past social relations 
and the communities it overshadows.

new US Embassy, brings monumentality 
to the district otherwise characterised 

structure, a moat, ditch and secluded 
steel and concrete barricade are utilised 

has more understanding as military 
engineering than any aesthetic pursuit. 
At contrast to 'hostile vehicle mitigation'1, 

with the circular road encompassing 

Decommissioned in 1983, coal ceased 

during the time that its mines increasingly 

witness transition in energy production, 

the United Kingdom, that would become 

Power Station.

nondescript glass apartments, an 
incredible juxtaposition is revealed 
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our contemporary era. Once providing a 

electricity increasingly began to be an 

smaller and more exclusive demographic 

Power Station, its governance 

your position as its opposite, its complete 

art deco ornamentation, the enthusiasm 
towards the improvements brought to the 

architecture, as association between the 

is visible in their enduring relationships to 

transcended the city, but is now surpassed 

where shadows are cast onto the brick 

Ecclesiastical power has been surpassed by 

great expanse where the corruption 

inescapable advertisement and idolatry 

once admirable use, the colossal turbine 
halls are now dedicated to competing 

space to become incredibly restrictive. 

through expense, and within this interior 
where history has become ornament, 

commercial interests.

Whilst it is true that all architecture 

tabula rasa

the area.

inadequate to communicate the vast wealth 

vision beginning to be realised in its totality, 
what is clearly exhibited is instead lost 
opportunity and opportunism.

Power Station were announced. In 1983, a 

industrial heritage, and this was succeeded 

2. Praised by 

this vision was abandoned 4 years later, 
and the land changed hands multiple times 
accompanied by various excited proposals 
until in 2012 a Malaysian consortium secured 

have been dramatic. A gated community 

alongside international luxury brands, 

3. A 
development that should have resulted in 

produced only 386, with a 50% aspirational 

4

5 

this provision, to the point in which even 
these statistics are meaningless to convey 

the developers, empowered to realise £16 
million pound luxury penthouses6 and the 

children live in poverty7. Grand expressions 

between ostentatious wealth and austerity.
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Moving beyond the vast interior, 
progressing through Malaysia Square 

underwhelming space, the imagination 

dedicated to the original developers 

8

truly began in London. Continuing, to visit 
Patmore Estate is to reject the spatial 
direction provided by the development, 

by the project rejected to the peripheries 

entrances where land values are less 
advantageous.

to overlook Patmore Estate to materialise 

Wandsworth Foodbank opened its doors 

area. Shadows are cast by modernity onto 
the working class neighbourhood that has 

community is marginalised by capital.

'Can we become agents of our own context 
again?' - Anthony Gormley

Power Station presented a historic 

the development materialised in the 

should represent.

Design, architecture, established 
this culturally inhospitable and 
socially destructive environment, with 
contributions by Frank Gehry and Norman 
Foster among others central aspects 

9

developers has hegemony.

values are lowest, represents an ideology in 
which citizens are not subordinate to capital.

10, 

ambition.

Square, a verdant community established 

and legal action, once desolate and bomb 
damaged streets now accommodate 

operative, community gardens, and an 

presented one street away.

where arts and cultural venues, restaurants, 
shops, co-operative housing, green areas 

a beloved urban environment. A proposal 

11, 

speculation.

To capitulate to the notion that 

capital. Alternatives to the neoliberal 
city exist, even under its omnipresent 

economic terrain is not to our advantage, 
it is us who have agency over what 
narrative has cultural hegemony.

Power Station has not diminished its 

its symbolism.
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when I arrived at university, daunted by 

appetite became inversely proportional to 
my workload. It took a lot to learn to love 

kitchens we would never see again, having 

as a designer. As such, her recent publication, 
You Are What You Eat, explores the socio-

deeply understand her methodology, style, 
and motives, I asked Olivia about identity, 
curation, homesickness, the city, and her 

What You Eat, in her own words.

I like to communicate through photos. I 

it. I want to capture the nuances and 

generalist lens -

the Philippines is a big country, we 

regard it as a monolith through 
monolithic experiences.

Homesickness certainly plays into 

me realise how much I cherish and value it. 

accustomed to has taught me the value 

homesickness has pushed me to be more 

Discussing food through the lens of culture and identity, You Are What You
Eat explores the relationships and communities built around food and the 
intimacy ingrained in one's eating habits.
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Read the full publication here: 
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I've struggled between two 

heart is split between two places, 

inspire my work - their stories, cultures, 
and experiences - more so than the city 

there is still a standard, beauty is more 

Cooking and eating are so 
important to me. Cooking allows 

but a blessing. 

rekindled so much love inside me. I want to 

It brings people together, it communicates 
love, it has so many cultural ties, and is so 
important to our day-to-day lives. I want 

reach people who have varying experiences 

brings people together.

essays, poetry, and recipes. I chose people 
who I knew had a very unique relationship 

them to share that. My mom taught me 

You Are What You Eat is dedicated 
to her.
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Karoline Woggon untangles the origins of puppetry, its storytelling function,
and its capacity to bridge cultures and convey complex narratives through 

WHAT'S PULLING THE STRINGS? 

Whilst my recent interest in puppets 
developed through the internet - with 
research, documentaries and watching 

I had actually been introduced to this art 

puppets on the bedroom ceiling at night, to 
learning physics in elementary school using 
Chinese shadow puppetry, and Punch and 
Judy productions in school. My mother also 

child. Hand puppets made by artisans in East 
Germany, and two traditional rod puppets 

Even as a child I was enamoured with 

that went into them, but somehow, I still 

they were precious, and would take any 
excuse to take them out and admire their 

patience to study the world around them 
- this childish awe is always present in my 

In my recent research, I came across 

object that is manipulated by a puppeteer, 
either directly or through a secondary link. 

human, animal or mythical/religious being 
and has been found in almost every culture.

entirely known, but it is theorised that the 

or Egypt, perhaps even 6000 years ago. 

has always remained the same. Namely, to 

moral, or entertainment purposes. Puppetry 

geographical locations. Despite this, 
puppetry can be seen as a bridge between 

since it was used to pass down knowledge 
and stories through time. Since most 

to something deeper within the human 

puppets all over the world, but I wanted 

Interestingly, Vietnamese puppetry 

Here, the puppets seem to walk on a shallow 

Vietnam 700 years ago – it is still prominent 
in the country today. 

with complex movements being operated 
by two or three puppeteers that each have 

originated as a way to tell religious and moral 

puppetry in Japan that puppeteers and 
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In Ancient Greece, puppets were also 

by great authors.

Italy had a large impact on puppetry 

In England, Punch and Judy emerged as the 
most common puppetry theatre, whereas in 
Germany and Eastern Europe puppetry was 

last hours long. 

with, is relatively new and also mostly 
inaccurate. Nevertheless, puppetry in the 
West still has an adult audience - puppets 

opera.

making shadow puppets with their hands 
on the walls, watching the Muppets, or sock 

means it must innately hold something that 
makes it so universal. It could be its simplistic 
nature, being that it is an easy medium to 
set music or a story to. Or maybe there is 

human. Or perhaps there is a simple delight 

speaks to people as art or music does – a 

believe their illusion.

Jaramillo, Carina. (2023). History of Puppetry.

1 May 2023].

2023].

1 May 2023].

Moong Dal in a 
pressure cooker

Aloo Gobi ki Sabzi 
- spiced potato and 

Masala being seasoned

A TYPICAL MEAL IN AN INDIAN KITCHEN

Anushka Gupta
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movement, mess and never-ending noise.

 Having grown up in the city and 

and, as such, wholeheartedly embrace these 
experiences and the hustle they come with. 

social.

was an incredibly valuable resource and one 

quarantine in 2020.

ALLEYWAYS: URBAN ATTENTION SEEKERS

ensured its appeal, even on cloudy days or at 
night, with well-placed lighting and a pristine 

pivotal meeting points and entertainment 

space grants passersby the same experience. 

alleyway, but there are numerous others 

by bus or tube, with both leaving me on 

through a passageway nestled between the 
two National Gallery buildings brings you to 
your destination. 

On one particular occasion, a 
scorching but brilliantly bright June 

exasperated sigh, I altered my route around 
towards the passageway, the heat already 

it radiated a warm, inviting gold hue as the 

ample shade. Adding to this shelter is a 
skybridge, raised one or two storeys above 
ground to allow visitors to move between 
buildings without exiting the complex. 

underneath, a smile graced my lips, and I 
instinctively slowed my pace anticipating the 
welcome coolness.  
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References:
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dog that passed away

and dishwasher 

Plastic grocery bags saved 
and reused as trash bags

than baking or roasting

EIGHTEEN YEARS

Anais Lau

Denton metroplex in the US concluded that 

many built-up areas, including both cities 

Jubilee Walkway. However, achieving this 

governing body to uphold high standards.

National Gallery may not share an overt 
aesthetic connection with the Walkway, 

to cascade into the streets, whilst the 
undulating topography adds an element 

initial sightlines, guiding pedestrians along 

cleanliness contributes positively to this 

visitors that pass through every day.

see spaces, these alleyways have ascended 
in importance within the urban hierarchy. 

in various cities worldwide, including 

I believe this essence must be considered 
and integrated holistically when planning 

should become and, slowly but surely, more 
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explores four perspectives on the industry from those who have moved from abroad: their 

Since I arrived in the UK six years ago, I have 

how will I be perceived in this country when 

relevant as I began studying architecture at 

and began comparing the educational 

greater technical approach to architectural 
education than England. 

FOREIGN TALENT

came to the UK due to the crisis that hit 
Spain and Southern European countries. 

architectural education,we discovered that 

However, Antonio praises the three-part 

the UK, which he says allows students to 
gain more practical skills and a hands-on 
experience early in their career. In Spain, 
on the other hand, becoming an architect 

course1. 

Marina is a Part 1 Architectural Assistant 

She was born and raised in Cyprus.  Marina 

early age, and, like most aspiring architects, 

the architect today is mostly design or art 

envisioned, but I was never disappointed by 

does not have as strict regulations as the 
UK regarding preserving historical buildings 
and sites, which has led to the destruction 

conservation areas, and even historical 

occupants, which translates directly into its 
rich architectural styles. However, in recent 

rapidly without regard to its cultural roots. 

As I gained connections with other 

within the architecture industry, I realised 

HoSung, and Ru - and investigate their 

international architects. 
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main challenge was understanding art, 

students. With the curriculum typically and 

canon, this problem is not uncommon. All 

Europe, broadening architectural knowledge 
and encouraging independent exploration. 

architecture due to its rich and complex 

Independence Stadium -with their unique 

interviews with architects, engineers and 

HoSung is a Part 2 Architectural Assistant 

in Seoul, South Korea. In his response, 

architecture is very closely linked to politics. 

an architect with its political potential. 
Democratic approaches to architectural 

is not only to consider the physical aspects 

all users.

to bureaucratic restrictions implemented 
by the government. However, the situation 
is slowly improving, with roundtable 

annually to be uncapped.2

and HoSung show that every international 

Making the UK a more welcoming country 

with more certainty. 

In my interview with HoSung he 
cleverly analogised the architectural 

on various approaches and interpretations, 
has the potential to create outcomes that go 
beyond conventional and repetitive results, 

possibilities. In agriculture, a crop with 
only one characteristic is highly susceptible 

developed with multiple genetic traits 
becomes more resistant to existing diseases 
or environmental risks. In a similar way, the 
more external perspectives are integrated 
into ideas, the more creativity and healthier 

leading architectural culture in the UK, given 

References:
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European Association for Architectural Education -European
Association for Architectural Education [Online]. Available

[2] Architecture.com, 2019. Building an immigration system
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PROLOGUE

Provisionally titled 
during production, based on the 

Happy Together seemed to have taken a 

As cinematographer Christopher Doyle 

perceptions.¹

non-
lieux, or non-places in English, described 

relational, historical, or concerned with 
identity.²

TTTHHHHRRRROOOOOOUUUUUUUUGGGGGGGGGHHHHHHHHHH  TTTTTTTTHHHHHHEEEEE  SSSSSPPPPAAAACCCEEEEEEEESSSSSSSSS  OOOOOOOFFFFFFF  BBBBBBBEEEE[[[LLLLOOOONNNNNNNNNNNNNGGGGGG]]]]]]]]IINNNGGG:::

WWWWWOOOOOOONNNNNNGGGGGG   KKKKKKKKKKKKKKAAAAAAAAAAAAARRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR--------WWWWWWAAAAAAIIIIII''SSSSS  HHHHHHAAAAAAAAAAAPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPYYYYYYYYYYY  TTTTTTTTTTOOOOOOOOGGGGGGGEEEEEEETTTTTTHHHHHEEEEERRRRR  (((((11111999999999977777)))))

unraveling the complexities of displacement, non-lieux, and queer identity in a 
transient world. Graphics by Daria Shiryaeva.

NON-LIEUX

Non-lieu
detachment between an individual and the 

non-lieu, the court 

the event and the space
non-lieux are limited by his 

Merriman argues it should be read as one 

capitalism. Indeed, the characters in Happy 
Together are queer working-class Asian 

1980-90s Paris.

Happy Together
the non-lieux

Hotel Riviera.

and their associated spaces, such as 
Sur and the Chinese restaurant. As much 
as these spaces are non-lieux – dissociated 

relations beyond Po-wing, connecting with 
other Chinese-Asian diaspora and meeting 
the Taiwanese traveller Chang. 

 in particular bore a 

between him and Hong Kong, and imagines 

spaces which Augé delineates as non-
lieux , though this instance is not as clear 

non-lieu in 
thinking about home, it cannot be said that 
it remains as a non-lieux anymore — it has 

Perhaps most saliently it barely grazes 

notes that the normativity underlying 

Argentina.

CHANGE OF SCENERY

passports being stamped at immigration, 

the contracting party.

the state and the traveller.

HOTEL ARGENTINA

environment is set in a non-lieu – a run-
down room in the Hotel Riviera. Van de 

in a hotel

'a'a f fororeieigngnerer l losost t inin a a  
cocoununtrtry…y… c canan f feeeel l atat h homome…e… o onlnlyy
inin t thehe a anononynymimityty o of f momototorwrwayays,s,  
seservrvicice e ststatatioionsns, , bibig g ststororeses, , oror  
hohotetel l chchaiainsns.³.³''

'W'We e hahaveve s so o mamanyny b beaeaututififulul  
bubuilildidingngs s anand d ststrereetets s inin B Bueuenonos s 
AiAireres.s. W Whyhy d do o yoyou u alalwawaysys p picick k 
ththosose e babackck a alllleyeys,s, t thohosese p poooorr
bubuilildidingngs?s?66''

'u'undnderermiminenes s ththe e ststababililitity y ofof… … 
hohomeme a andnd a aliligngns s dodomemeststicic s spapacece
momorere w witith h spspacaceses o of f trtranansisit…t…
brbrining[g[ining]g] w witith h itit a a l lacack k ofof  
roroototedednenessss… … [a[andnd] ] pepermrmananenencece99',',  
a a reremimindnderer o of f ththeieir r exexilile.e.  
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Aires, having encounters with anonymous 
men, rarely verbally addressed directly, 
only depicted. Quero notes the machismo
culture in Argentina, with homophobia being 
associated with the very Italian immigrants 
who also engaged in tango  – creating a 

non-lieux. 

Nevertheless, anonymity is both 
liberating and isolating. Non-lieux create 

non-lieu
usual determinants . Here is the unspoken 
agreement that all that happens remains 

THE PALIMPSEST OF HISTORY 

Augé observed that solitudes coexist in 
non-lieux without creating any social bond 
or even a social emotion¹². Earlier places 

¹³
non-lieux
nothing to be seen

challenged in Happy Together, where tourists 
. Here, 

the parallels between their identities and 

century

origins

Quote: 'Turns out that lonely people are all the same.'

THE TRAVELLER'S SPACE

the decrepit surroundings the characters 
continuously traverse. Van de Velde notes 

possibility beyond the problems 

moment in their relationship21

Augé notes that travel constructs a 

troubles at Ushuaia. 

station in Taipei, near home but not quite, 
Happy Together

plays upbeat – almost manic – in contrast to 
Tango Apasionada. Some 

never completed, leaving the audience with 
²³

Bar Sur.
Quote (next): 'There should be two of us standing here.'

an 'abstract space [that became]  
¹¹'.

ththe e 't'traravevellllerer's's s spapacece m mayay......
bebe t thehe a arcrchehetytypepe o of f nonon-n-plplacacee²²²²''

PAPPAPERSERSPACPACEE

ROUROUTESTES6666

AirAires,es, ha havinving eg enconcountuntersers wi with th anoanonymnymousous  
menmen, r, rarearely ly ververbalballyly addaddresressedsed di direcrectlytly, , 
onlonly dy depiepictected. d. QueQuero ro notnotes es thethe macmachishismomo
culculturture ie in An Argergentintina,na, wi with th homhomophophobiobia ba beineingg
assassociociateated wd withith th the ve veryery It Italialian an immimmigrigrantantss
whowho al also so engengageaged id in tn tangangoo  –  – crecreatiating ng a a 

nonnon-li-lieuxeux..

NevNeverterthelhelessess, a, anonnonymiymity ty is is botboth h 
libliberaeratinting ag and nd isoisolatlatinging. . NonNon-li-lieuxeux cr createateexx

nonnon-li-lieueu
usuusual al detdetermerminainantsnts . H. Hereere is is th the ue unspnspokeoken n 
agragreemeementent th that at allall th that at haphappenpens rs remaemainsins

THETHE PA PALIMLIMPSEPSEST ST OF OF HISHISTORTORY Y 

AugAugé oé obsebserverved td thathat so solitlitudeudes cs coexoexistist in in  
nonnon-li-lieuxeux wi withothout ut crecreatiatingng anyany so sociacial bl bondond  xx
or or eveeven an a so sociacial el emotmotionion¹²¹². E. Earlarlierier plplaceaces s 

¹³¹³
nonnon-li-lieuxeuxxx
notnothinhing tg to bo be se seeneen

chachallellengenged id in n HapHappy py TogTogethetherer, w, wherhere te tourourististss
. H. Hereere, , 

thethe paparalrallellels bs betwetweeneen th theireir id idententitiities es andand  

cencenturturyy

orioriginginss

QuoQuote:te: 'T 'Turnurns os out ut thathat lt loneonely ly peopeopleple ar are ae all ll thethe sa same.me.''

THETHE

thethe
concon

pospos

mommom

QuoQuo

anan ' 'ababststraractct s spapacece [ [ththatat b bececamame]e]    
¹¹¹¹'.'.

'T'Tururnsns o outut t thahat t lolonenelyly p peoeoplple e araree
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FINALE

Wong recalls his response to his location 
manager, 

Does this mean that Hong Kong identity 

Cameron notes that identity is constantly in 
motion and suggests the closest Wong gets 
to describing Hong Kong is its instability . I 

non-lieux

in the city, so much so that the characters 
and Wong seek them out even on the other 

accepting and extending its presence to his 
. Happy 

Together

non-lieux depict homogeneous 

West, I also suggest that they are much 
more heterogeneous. In uncertainty there is 

– I would say the inverse is also true.
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Uncertainty is both disappointing 
and liberating, but perhaps by 

28, 
might we be able to move 
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'A HOME IS MORE THAN A ROOF AND FOUR 

WALLS'

Jo Ashbridge is the Founder and CEO of architecture charity, AzuKo. AzuKo works
with disadvantaged communities to improve living conditions, both in Bangladesh 
and the UK. We're on a mission to end housing poverty by co-designing housing 
and infrastructure, delivering construction training and supporting communities to
understand their housing rights. Interview by Rishita Ahmed.

AzuKo's vision champions 'a just world, 
in which every person enjoys the right 

pinpoint a moment or experience that 
motivated you towards this cause?  

17 years ago I volunteered on a housing 
programme in rural Vietnam. I wanted to 
give back, and gain construction experience, 

poverty, and built new homes that could 

changed my view on architecture, and what 
architecture could do. 

Good design improves lives, and 

What does the word 'Roots' mean to you, 

Great question. It stirs up two thoughts. 

England. 

complex network, which is largely unseen or 

unity – is particularly strong, and something 

your opinion, a house should serve?  

   

in your opinion, a home should serve?  
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improving their homes. Which is why aid, in 
most situations, is never the simple answer.

opportunity to lead their own development.

For anyone who may not be aware, could 
you summarise what the current housing 
crisis, in Bangladesh and other countries 

the design industry solve it?  
 

is deep and widespread. 

environment sector have important skills to 

share. I urge those reading this to take time 
to consider how they can make this world a 

 
When working closely with communities 

what has surprised you the most about 
the people?   
 

People are warm and inviting. I consider it 

recommend it. AzuKo works rurally, and the 

how it was resolved?  
 

are, is wrapped up in language. Without 

listening, and learning. 

What is one thing that you considered 
to be true about design, that your 

proved otherwise?  

pound, every taka. We work with extreme 

an improved housing technique being 
replicated, or not. It can mean supporting 

Are there any concepts or strategies 

Asia that you think designers in the West 

 

in, designers and architects are put on 

design table, and most importantly having 

Our greatest breakthroughs at AzuKo have 

architects and engineers, everywhere would 

Lastly, as a Bath alumni, do you have any 

designers reading our anniversary issue? 

Give more to the world than you take. 

might mean going against the grain, pushing 

AzuKo is a true example of what design 
should, and needs, to be used for in our 
society. Too many of us use our talents to 

these skills together to incite change. 
I hope this conversation has reminded 
any designers reading this issue that the 
creative sector is not solely rooted in the 
artistic pleasure our work provides - we can 

azuko.org.
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The cover design is that of banyan tree 
roots growing across Paperspace logos 
tessellated across the page. Banyan trees 

their aerial roots growing wherever 
possible — thus this design pays homage 
to the city I grew up in. Special thanks 
to Miss Puiyu Yau whose photograph 
of banyan tree roots growing between 
the gaps of street bricks in Pokfulam 

provided inspiration for the design. 
Anais Lau




